, k S is a strictly noncircular signal. The strictly noncircular signal can be express as .
where R S is real valued signal, we use the noncircular signals are strictly noncircular signals.
Uniform Linear Array (ULA).
In this paper, the receiving antenna model is a one-dimensional uniform linear array as shown in figure 2, which are consisted of M array antennas. In order to avoid the angle ambiguity during estimating, the spacing d between the elements is the half of wavelength λ of the incident signal, can be express as 2. The array receive signal ( ) t x is expressed as follows
A is a manifold matrix, divided as
, the column vector is
 is a Gaussian white noise vector.
According to chapter 2.1 ( ) t s  can be written as follows
where c c K
Mixed-PM Algorithm
Build the opposition matrix as follows
The new received signals matrix is express as follows
where ( ) ( ) ( )
is the new steering matrix.
. The covariance matrix of ( ) t z is shown as follows 2 2 .
where
 is covariance matrix of ( ) t s  , the matrix S R is a full rank matrix. The steering matrix A is a full rank matrix so the matrix B is. B is divided as 
The matrix B is divided as follows
[ ] where = .
The matrix P is divided as follows
.
T a a b b = P P P P P
where = .
According to the formula (10) we can get the equation as follows
2 1
The formula as follows can be proved 4 3 ( )
2 sin 2 sin 2 sin 2 sin 2 sin 2 sin 
. The propagation operator matrix c P , it can be proved that the following formula
We can know that the number of the estimated angle of incidence is more than actual incidence c K signals. These c K signals are the estimated angle of the estimated angle of the incident angle after conjugation of the circular signal. So we can determine the incidence angles of the circular signal according to the two estimated angles are the same. The other angles are noncircular incidence angles. Which way can achieve the purpose of distinguish circular and noncircular signals.
Simulation Result
During the simulation, M represents the number of received arrays. The receiving antenna is a 1× M uniform linear array. L is the number of snapshots, K is the number of sources, c K is the number of circular signals, n K is the number of noncircular, SNR is noise-signal ratio. We adopt the root mean square error (RMSE) as the algorithm performance evaluation criteria, defined as follows [ ] 
Conclusions
The complexity of calculating the R is . In this paper, we mainly study the one-dimensional DOA estimation algorithm based on circular and noncircular mixed signals--Mixed-PM algorithm, which is able to distinguish circular signals and noncircular signals in mixed signals. Mixed-PM algorithm can effectively estimate the received signals with the number of elements equal to the number of sources, the performance of which is better than classical PM. The performance of noncircular signals is better than the circular's, and with the increase in the number of snapshots or array elements, the performance of the algorithm is getting better. In addition, the more the number of noncircular signals in the received incident signals, the better the performance of the Mixed-PM algorithm.
